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ADA CERTIFICATION

GENERAL PROJECT NOTES

PIPE ALTERNATE #1 RM 139 DOOR RELOCATION

LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS
REFLECTED CEILING REMODEL PLAN

1. EXISTING 2X4 ACT TILES TO REMAIN. REPLACE SURFACE WITH CEILING MATERIAL AS SHOWN. REFER TO FINISH SCHED. SHEET A130
2. PATCH & REPAIR GYP CEILING, PAINT P-1 TO MATCH NEW WALL COLOR. REFER TO SHEET A130
3. PAINT COLOR P-1, SEE FINISH SCHED. SHEET A130

RCP KEYED NOTES

1. EXISTING GRID AND TILES TO REMAIN, REPAIR & REPLACE AS NEEDED TO ACHIEVE REMODEL ALIGNMENT. REPLACE STAINED OR DISCOLORED TILES AS REQ'D.
2. PATCH & REPAIR GYP CEILING, PAINT P-1 TO MATCH NEW WALL COLOR. REFER TO SHEET A130
3. PAINT COLOR P-1, SEE FINISH SCHED. SHEET A130

GENERAL NOTES

1. EXISTING CEILING AND LIGHTS TO REMAIN. REPLACE STAINED OR DISCOLORED CEILING MATERIAL AS NEEDED TO ACHIEVE OPEN LIGHT FIXTURES:
2. INSTALL LED LIGHT FIXTURE, SEE ELECT. DRAWINGS FOR FULL EXTENT, COORD. W/ OTHER DISCIPLINES FOR NEW LIGHT LOCATIONS
3. REPAIR & REPLACE GYP AS NEEDED TO ACHIEVE CONTINUOUS LOOK, MATCH EXISTING FINISH
4. REMOVE & REINSTALL SECTION OF PANEL CEILING AS NECESSARY TO INSTALL NEW WALLS AND CONSTRUCTION, PROVIDE NEW GRID & TILE AS NEEDED TO ALIGN W/ EXISTING LAYOUT
5. NEW REGISTER TO MATCH EXISTING ADJACENT REGISTERS, SEE MECH. DRAWINGS FOR FULL EXTENT
6. REINSTALL EXISTING RELOCATED REGISTER SEE MECH. DRAWINGS FOR FULL EXTENT
7. NEW FLOOR FINISH/PAINT/ELECT., COORD. W/ ARCHITECT FOR MATERIAL SELECTION
8. REMODEL BID DOCUMENTS

SHADING LEGEND

1. NO WORK AREA
2. EXISTING STRUCTURE
3. ASBESTOS ABATEMENT AREA
4. DEMOLITION ITEM

SCALE: 3/16" = 1' - 0"

REFLECTED CEILING LEGEND

CEILING MATERIALS

1. ACT-1 EXISTING 2X4 ACT TILE
2. LIGHTING - SEE ELECTRICAL
3. HVAC REGISTERS - SEE MECHANICAL

ADDITIONAL NOTES

1. CEILING MATERIAL
2. CEILING HEIGHT
3. REFLECTED CEILING LEGEND
4. GENERAL NOTES
5. ADDED NOTES
6. RCP KEYED NOTES
7. SHADING LEGEND
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5/8" TYPE 'X' GYP BOTH SIDES, TAPE, TEXTURE & PAINT, SEE FINISH PLAN

MTL STUD FRAMING TO MATCH EXISTING SALVAGED OR NEW HM DOOR FRAME, PAINT TO MATCH ADJACENT SURFACES SALVAGED DOOR PER PLAN
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